
NINE ESSENTIAL HAND PLANES WITH CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
SEPTEMBER 25-26, 2010

You don't need hundreds of planes to build nice furniture.  In fact, I think you need only nine to handle 
all the smoothing and joinery chores for most furniture (the moulding planes are a different story....).  
During our weekend together we're going to get you up and running with all the essential planes – 
sharpening, setup and use.

Before we begin, I'd like you to do a little homework, which will allow us to cram in a lot.  If you have 
my book, "Handplane Essentials," please read the sections on "Sharpening" and "Techniques."  If you 
don't have the book, drop me a line at chris.schwarz@fwmedia.com and I can get you those 
sections electronically.

I'm sure that many of you are curious or anxious about the tools you need for the class.  Though we 
will be sharing tools, I encourage to purchase as many of these tools as you can afford.  The below 
recommendations are for lifetime tools that will hold their value.  So even if you decide to abandon 
woodworking and take up golf (you traitor), you'll be able to sell these tools without much of a loss.

With hand tools, you get what you pay for. Period.

Jack plane: I recommend a vintage tool.  Save your money for the planes that do precision work. Get 
in touch with the tool suppliers listed below and ask for a user-grade pre-war Stanley No. 5 or No. 6. 
Usually the stock cutter and chipbreaker will do, as long as they aren't rusted.

Jointer plane: You can go vintage or new here.  With jointer planes, the soles have to be flat to work 
well, so if you can afford a Veritas or a Lie-Nielsen jointer plane, you will not be disappointed. All of 
their jointer planes are excellent, including the Nos. 7 & 8 and the bevel-up tools.  The bevel-up tools 
are less expensive and easier to set up, which might be a consideration for you.  If you can't afford a 
new tool, go vintage.  Contact the vintage sellers below and be sure to ask for a user No. 7 or No. 8 
pre-war Stanley.  Ask if they would check the flatness of the sole.  When you get the tool, check it 
yourself with feeler gauges and a straightedge.  Drop me a line if you have trouble with the tool.

Smoothing plane: I prefer new high-quality smoothing planes from Lie-Nielsen, Veritas or Clifton. 
Get the bevel-up tools if you plan to work with curly or gnarley woods.  I personally prefer the No. 4 
bevel-down plane with a 50° frog for most work. (Soon they should be making a 55° frog, yea!)  If you 
want a vintage plane, you can save a few dollars by buying a Stanley Bed Rock from the vintage 
buyers below.  Exotic planes are fine, as well.  Just don't expect to be able to set up a Groz or Anant 
to do high-tolerance work without a great deal of luck and/or work.

Low-angle Block planes: Any of the block planes from Lie-Nielsen or Veritas are good.  There are 
tons of vintage blocks out there -- too many to make recommendations about.  If you have to buy 
vintage, look for an older Stanley 60-1/2.  Those are common, fairly inexpensive and replacement 
irons are available.  Be sure you get the low-angle version of this tool (the bed is at 12°). It's more 
versatile.

Fillister plane: The Veritas Skew Rabbet plane is the best I've ever used.  You only need one.  Get 
the right version if you are right handed.  Left version if you a southpaw.  Period.  Other good fillisters: 
Philly Planes and the ECE. Both are fine.  Vintage fillisters typically have a lot of problems.  I'd avoid 
them unless you are familiar with the tool.



Plow plane: Lots of ways to go here.  The Veritas small plow is good (wish it were bigger).  There 
also are metal versions from Stanley and Record (such as the 044).  Ask the vintage sellers what they 
have in stock.  As long as you get one with the irons, you'll be golden.

Shoulder plane: If you do furniture-scale work, I think a 1-1/4"-wide shoulder plane is best, such as 
the Lie-Nielsen 073 or the Veritas Large Shoulder.  The Clifton versions are good as well.  You can 
also contact some English tool dealers if you want a vintage Record 073 -- though you won't save any 
money compared to the modern shoulder planes. There are some good old Stanley shoulder planes, 
such as the 93.  But it has to be old.  The newer ones (since the 90s) just stink. The soles aren't 
square to the sides.  If your shoulder plane doesn't have the sole dead square to the sides, send it 
back.

Router planes: Router planes are fairly common vintage tools, however, few of them have depth 
stops, which are useful.  The new large routers from Veritas and Lie-Nielsen are top shelf.  And if you 
can afford it, you should get the Lie-Nielsen small router plane as well.  If you want to buy vintage, 
look for an older Stanley 71 or 71-1/2.  And make sure it has all three cutters – 1/4", 1/2" and the V-
cutter.

Scraper planes: Lots of choices here. If you want to save a few dollars, get a vintage Stanley No. 80.  
Or get the modern Veritas version of the tool.  The Veritas large scraper plane is excellent and easy 
to set up.  I also like the Lie-Nielsen No. 212 and the No. 85.  However, a good place to learn is on 
the Stanley No. 80.  As always, older is better -- as long as the tool is in good shape.

OTHER EQUIPMENT FOR THE CLASS:

You need a sharpening kit that will allow you to shape and hone the irons.  I usually recommend 
waterstones with 1,000, 4,000 and 8,000 grits (any brand).  Plus a DMT x-coarse diamond plate to 
flatten them.  Oilstones or sandpaper are fine if you are comfortable with those systems.

A cheap thin steel ruler (for the ruler trick)
Get a plant sprayer to mist your waterstones.
Oil to wipe down your tools.
Get a side-clamp honing guide (the little cheapie $12 job).
A little square to check your edges.
Two winding sticks. Two dead-straight pieces of 1/2" x 2" x 36" will do.
Feeler gauges
Dial caliper
Some sort of crosscut joinery saw, such a carcase saw.
A few chisels. 
Marking or cutting gauge (I prefer the Tite-Mark)
If you have a small shooting board and can bring it, please do.
Marking knife
Pencils, combination square, rulers



Vintage Equipment Sellers:

Walt Quadrato
Brass City Records and Tools
http://brasscityrecords.com/
203-574-7805
brass@snet.net

Sanford Moss
SYDNAS SLOOT
http://www.sydnassloot.com/
sushandel@msn.com

Saturday: Making Perfect Surfaces
Basics
1. Wood, and how the plane sees it.
2. Plane anatomy and cutting-edge geometry.
3. Sharpening curved and straight irons
4. Setting up all the parts: frog, breaker, mouth, lateral, depth
5. Taking basic shavings with bench planes.

Faces of Boards
1. How a bench plane sees a board
2. How to use a jack/fore plane to remove material.
3. How to use a jointer or try plane to true the surface.
4. How to use a smooting plane to make it perfect.
5. Contest: Plane a perfect face.

Edges of Boards
1. How to use a jointer plane with a curved iron
2. How to use one with a straight iron
3. Stopped shavings and spring joints.
4. True one edge of our practice board

Ends of Boards
1. Cutting geometry and shape of the iron for ends.
2. Understanding shooting boards.
3. Using a basic shooting board.
4. How to dress end grain without spelching.
5. Get two true ends.

Scraper Planes
1. When to use
2. How to sharpen and set up
3. How to use them

End of the day contest: True an entire board.

Sunday: Joinery Planes
Intro and Sharpening
1. Survey of joinery planes
2. Sharpening joinery planes
3. Dealing with nickers, depth stops and fence rods



Setup and Use
1. Shaving size with joinery planes.
2. Using a plow and a fillister plane
3. Make grooves, rabbets and cross-grain rabbets
4. Using a router plane
5. Trim a tenon, make a dado, cut a hinge mortise.
6. Using a shoulder plane
7. Trim a rabbet, tenon shoulder, tenon cheek.

chris.schwarz@fwmedia.com



ALL SATURDAY AND SUNDAY CLASSES
START AT 9:00 AM EASTERN TIME

For all classes it is a good idea to bring is a pencil, notebook, a dust mask, ear plugs and without a doubt, safety glasses 
and a camera, if you would like to take pictures.  ! Classes marked with dot (!) do not have a specific tool list.
If your class requires hand tools, the tool list will be with this page.  Lunch is included and will be served around noon.
Date Class Teacher
!April 17, 2010 The Essential Details of Greene & Greene Thomas Stangeland
April 17-18, 2010 Really Cool Bandsaw Puzzle Boxes Jeff Vollmer
April 17-18, 2010 Basic Veneering Marc Adams
April 24-25, 2010 Adventures in Mold Making & Bronze Cold Castings Scott Grove
April 24-25, 2010 Giving Your Furniture a "Leg Up" Glen Huey
April 24-25, 2010 Hand Planes Lie-Nielsen & Schwarz
May 8-9, 2010 Embellishing Your Work Fortune & Wells
May 8-9, 2010 Woodworking for Women Megan Fitzpatrick
May 8-9, 2010 Making Fine Detail Tools Richard Scott Newman
May 15-16, 2010 Chippendale Carved Details J. Headley & Hamilton
May 15-16, 2010 Making a Veneered Jewelry Box Bill Hull
May 22-23, 2010 Pictorial Imagery in Traditional Furniture Steve Latta
May 22-23, 2010 Spot Repair & Touch-Up Mitch Kohanek
May 22-23, 2010 Enliven Your Work with Color & Texture Matthew Hill
June 6, 2010 French Polish: The Ultimate Finish Alf Sharp
!June 6, 2010 Using the Table Saw in Ways You Never Imagined Stephen Proctor
June 12-13, 2010 Craftsman Joinery: Build a Stickley #74 Bookrack Bob Lang
June 12-13, 2010 The Young Mechanic Reiter & Knight
June 12-13, 2010 Pickin' Stick John Ressler
June 19-20, 2010 Making Jewelry Myra Perrin
June 19-20, 2010 Taking the Fear Out of Finishing Mitch Kohanek
June 26-27, 2010 Fan Carving David & Sally Nye
June 26-27, 2010 Design Matters George Walker
June 26-27, 2010 Making Scandinavian Bent-Wood Boxes Doug Stowe
July 17-18, 2010 Husband & Wife Woodturning Alan & Mary Lacer
July 17-18, 2010 Side Escapement Planes Tod Herrli
July 31-August 1, 2010 A Twist: Bending, Twisting & Vacuum Forming Jonathan Benson
July 31-August 1, 2010 Whirligig Magic: Parent & Child Woodworking John Morgan
July 31-August 1, 2010 Make a Shaker Candle Stand Kerry Pierce
August 7-8, 2010 Stone Inlay Techniques Paul Schurch
August 7-8, 2010 A Modern Approach to Marquetry: Laser Cutting Paul Woodrich
!August 14-15, 2010 History of Furniture Styles Through the Ages Alf Sharp
August 14-15, 2010 Intarsia Cindy Stewart
August 14-15, 2010 Basic Upholstery Mike Mascelli
August 21-22, 2010 Podcasting for Woodworkers: Taking Your Work to the Internet Mark Sterner
August 21-22, 2010 Doors & Drawers Jeff Mertz
August 20-22, 2010
(Fri pm - Sun) Stacked Handled Fillet Knife Refsal & Schelmeske
August 28, 2010 Rubbing Out to Create a Perfect Finish Mitch Kohanek
!August 28, 2010 Finishes That "Pop" Glen Huey
August 29, 2010 Getting Started in Spray Finishing Mitch Kohanek
!September 18, 2010 Photographing Your Work Michael Fortune



September 18-19, 2010 SketchUp Primer Gregg Novosad
September 18-19, 2010 Hand-Forged Hardware Myra Perrin
September 25-26, 2010 Nine Essential Hand Planes Christopher Schwarz
September 25-26, 2010 Refurbish Furniture without Refinishing Tim Puro
September 25-26, 2010 Boullework: Traditional Marquetry Don Williams
October 8-10, 2010 
(Fri pm - Sun) Toolmaking Lie-Nielsen & Economaki
October 9-10, 2010 The Scroll Saw Potential Marc Berner
!October 9-10, 2010 Getting Your Work Published (bring a digital camera & tripod if you have it) Asa Christiana
October 16, 2010 Effective Sharpening Garrett Hack
October 16-17, 2010 Son of Skew: Fear Not Alan Lacer
October 16-17, 2010 Making the Ultimate Gift Michael Fortune
October 17, 2010 Tuning Hand Tools Garrett Hack


